14 TO THE LAST DROP...
Las Vegas superintendent Tim Cloninger has made a career out of knowing how to use his water resources.

14 HOW YOU'RE USING WATER
Superintendents explain how they're utilizing water resources and their prevailing attitudes toward water consumption.

22 AN LA STORY
GCI's Bruce Williams offers a case study on how Los Angeles golf courses worked with their local water agency to foster a better understanding of golf's unique water needs.

30 HIGH AND DRY
A crippling drought is helping superintendents discover if their irrigation systems are up to snuff. But it's also putting pressure on their budgets as they're starting to feel the effects of having had to turn their systems on earlier this year.

52 INNOVATIVE IRRIGATION
Desert Mount Club turns to technology to halt costs and conserve water.

60 NOT TOO DRY, NOT TOO WET
As we enter the dog days of summer, manage soil moisture to ensure cooler, healthier turf.

64 THIRST QUENcher
"The Big Thirst" author Charles Fishman shares solutions for water shortages and how you may be using water in the next few years.

66 IF YOU CAN'T TAKE THE HEAT... GET OUT OF DEATH VALLEY
Growing Grass in Death Valley's Furnace Creek Golf Course.

69 SWAP MEET
Superintendents explain their irrigation nozzle choices to achieve distribution uniformity for flawless fairways and gorgeous greens.

72 NO SHORTCUTS
An irrigation audit reveals which areas of your course are covered... and which aren't.